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That’s Our Story and We’re Sticking to It!

By Rabbi Label Lam

Pesach, Dvar Torah, Beginner

March 18, 2021

It Sometimes Is The Thought That Counts

By Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein

Vayikra, Insights from Krakow, Advanced

March 18, 2021

He called to Moshe. Hashem spoke to him from the Ohel Moed, saying...[2]
Rashi tells us that this verse instructs Moshe to convey an additional ...

Tuning In

By Rabbi Yisroel Ciner

Vayikra, Parsha Insights, Intermediate, Beginner
March 17, 2021

This week we start the Sefer [Book] of Vayikra. The Ramban explains that Shemos, the Sefer of Exile and Redemption, concluded with the Shchinah ...read more

Salt

By Joshua Kruger

Vayikra, Parsha Halacha for the Shabbos Table, Intermediate, Beginner

March 17, 2021

The Story

“Elie, I saved you a seat!” called Avishai. “The lunch room is really busy today.”

The two boys put their lunches on the table, ...read more
A Man from Among Us

By Rabbi Naftali Reich

Vayikra, Legacy, Beginner

March 17, 2021

It was certainly much easier to expiate a transgression two thousand years ago than it is today. In ancient times, the transgressor would bring a [read more](#)

Curtain Call

By Rabbi Yochanan Zweig

Vayikra, Rabbi Zweig on the Parsha, Intermediate, Beginner

March 17, 2021

"If the anointed Kohein will sin..."

This week’s parsha records four of the six offerings that fall under the penumbra of the Korban Chatas - [read more](#)
Haftorah Commentary Parshas Vayikra

By Rabbi Dovid Siegel

Vayikra, Haftorah Commentary, Beginner

March 17, 2021

Yeshaya 43:21
This week’s haftorah displays Hashem's unbelievable compassion for the Jewish people. The prophet Yeshaya begins by ...read more

Slavery of Freedom?

By Rabbi Pinchas Winston
WE WERE born to be free. Does anyone like slavery? Sadly, some can’t escape it, and perhaps even more tragically, some have come read more

Listen to Your Still Small Voice

By Rabbi Berel Wein

Moshe hears the voice of the Lord as God calls to him. However, it is not the same experience that it was at Mount Sinai. There, it was with ...read more
Actoverts

By Rabbi Label Lam

Vayakhel, Pekudei, Dvar Torah, Beginner

March 11, 2021

And he made poles of acacia wood and overlaid them with gold. And he inserted the poles into the rings on the sides of the ark, to carry the ark. read more

Other Articles

Chapter 6, Mishna 10(c): Being Possessed With G-d – Part 3

By Rabbi Dovid Rosenfeld

Pirkei Avos, Beginner

March 18, 2021

The Holy One, blessed be He, acquired five possessions in His world. They are: (a) the Torah, (b) heaven and earth, (c) Abraham, (d) Israel, and ...read more
Mother Knows Best

By Rabbi Daniel Travis

Priceless Integrity, Beginner

March 15, 2021

"Now, my son, listen to me. Heed my instructions carefully." (Bereshith 27:8)

Rivka addressed Yaakov as "my son," stressing their filial ...read more
It is a known, clear matter that the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, does not become bound to a person's heart until he constantly loses... read more
Chapter 6, Mishna 10(b): Being Possessed With G-d – Part 2

By Rabbi Dovid Rosenfeld

Pirkei Avos, Beginner

March 11, 2021

The Holy One, blessed be He, acquired five possessions in His world. They are: (a) the Torah, (b) heaven and earth, (c) Abraham, (d) Israel, and ...read more

Obligation or Privilege?: Part II

By Rebbetzin Tsiporah (Heller) Gottlieb

Women in Judaism, Beginner
March 10, 2021

Part One of this class covered the Creation of Man and Woman, as it relates to internal power in women and external power in men. While ...read more

Behind Closed Doors

By Rabbi Daniel Travis

Priceless Integrity, Beginner

March 10, 2021

*And it came to pass after Yitzchak had spent a long time in the land of Gerar that Avimelech, the King of the Plishtim, gazed into Yitzchak’s ...read more
Leaving Magnetic Stripe Parking Garage Ticket

By Rabbi Yisroel Belsky ztl

Honesty, Beginner

March 10, 2021

QUESTION 77:
The municipal parking meter requires that you add money to a magnetic stripe ticket for as long as you expect to stay. If I'm ...

read more

A Chazzan’s Kedusha

By Rabbi Daniel Travis

Tefilah: Praying With Joy, Intermediate

March 10, 2021

While the shaliach tzibbur repeats the Shemoneh Esrei, there may be some people who are still in the middle of their silent recitation. These ...

read more
Chapter 10, Law 5 – Preparing for the Secret

By Rabbi Dovid Rosenfeld

Maimonides on Life, Beginner

March 5, 2021

Anyone who occupies himself in the observance of the Torah in order to receive reward or avoid punishment is considered as one who occupies ... read more

Downloading and Copying Music

By Rabbi Yisroel Belsky ztl

Honesty, Beginner
March 4, 2021

QUESTION 76: DOWNLOADING AND COPYING MUSIC
I argue with people about the ethics of downloaded music files from the Internet. I say that...
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- Parshas Acharei Mos/Pesach
  Gedalia Litke (5767)
  Level: Advanced

- Symbolism Over Substance
  Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (5778)
  Level: Beginner

- Not Just Sacrifice
  Rabbi Label Lam (5762)
  Level: Beginner

- Parshas Vayikra
  Dr. Nosson Chayim Leff (5778)
  Level: Advanced

- Class 73 - Pesach
  Rabbi Heshy Grossman
  Level: Advanced

- That’s Our Story and We’re Sticking to It!
  Rabbi Label Lam (5781)
  Level: Beginner

- Trickle Down Theory
Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (5757)
Level: Beginner

- You and Your Sons
  Rabbi Yaakov Menken (5757)
  Level: Beginner

- Holiness for Beginners
  Rabbi Berel Wein (5767)
  Level: Beginner
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RECENT QUESTIONS

Recent Questions

- “Avinu Malkeinu” - “Our Father, Our King”
- Determining Tribal Lineage
- The Ten Commandments
- Torah Given in Installments
- Naming a Torah Portion After Yitro
- How Long Were the Ten Plagues?
- Gid HaNasheh - The Sciatic Nerve and Chickens

Ask us a question!